
Throttle Control
Easily Start, Stop, and 
Control your spray patterns 
from this All-In-One throttle

Power Lock
Set your ideal spray speed, 
Lock It, and maintain a 
steady fogging coat

Adjustable Grip
Choose your ideal 
throttle position for the 
ultimate user comfort 
& range of motion
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BACKPACK FOGGERS

TMD14

[10X FASTER] 3HP 2-stroke engine with spraying coverage of 1 
acre in less than 30 minutes perfect for liquid pesticides treatments

[TURBO BOOSTED POWER] 40ft of Horizontal Reach and an 
additional 25ft of Vertical Reach to spray around tall trees and 
buildings, plus 490 CFM for lead blowing applications

[ULTRA LOW VOLUME] Droplet size adjustable from 50-100 
microns for ULV pest control and disinfectant applications around 
homes, businesses, schools, farms, public areas, and more

FEATURES

Specifications
Engine

Displacement

Chemical tank

Fuel Capacity

Horizontal Reach

Vertical Reach

Coverage by ft²

Coverage by Acre

Flow

Air Speed

Air Volume

Droplet Size

Fan Rotation Speed

Weight

3HP / 2 Stroke

63.3 cc

3.7 gal

1.1 qt

40ft

25+ft

75 ft² per fluid oz

1.5 tanks per acre

.2 - .5 GPM

220 MPH

490 CFM

50-100 microns

7300 RPM

38 lbs

FOGGER BLOWER

LEAF BLOWER
Incredible leaf blower solution 

with 490CFM / 220MPH perfect for 
Autumn and Winter seasons

COMFORTABLE STRAPS
Adjustable backpack straps and 

cushion to distribute weight evenly 
to reduce operator fatigue

TURBO BOOSTED
40ft of horizontal reach and 25ft of 
vertical reach for spraying around 

tall trees and buildings

10x FASTER
Spray 1 acre in 30 minutes perfect 

for mosquitos, ticks, horse flies, 
spider mites, and more
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TAKE BACK YOUR YARD
Enjoy the outdoors again.
Tomahawk mosquito foggers deliver the 
power to eliminate virus-carrying pests, 
before they ruin outdoor activities for your 
friends and family. 10x Faster than manual 
sprayers, cover 1 acre in less than 30 minutes 
with . Great for year-round use, 
Tomahawk Foggers are also an excellent leaf 
blowing solution. No matter the season, keep 
your yard pest free and looking great!

Item #: TMD14
3.7 GALLON TURBO  
BACKPACK FOGGER
www.tomahawk-power.com


